
MOBILE APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT FOR IOS
AND ANDROID
PORTFOLIO



RUSSIAN POST MOBILE APP
It is important to ensure your parcel gets to its destination 
safely. For this purpose, we created this mobile app for iOS 
and Android platforms in collaboration with the Russian Post. 
With this mobile app, you can easily track the location of your 
letter or package by entering the tracking number of your 
item. In addition, you can check the delivery status of your 
parcel, find the nearest post office, leave feedback and make
a phone call to the support team.



RUSSIAN POST MOBILE APP



CINEMA EMOTION EVENTS GUIDE
The app was developed for Cinema Emotion Company that allows everyone to watch rock concerts, theatre, ballet,
or opera performances on the widescreen of local cinemas, offering the ultimate viewing experience. The app users 
enjoy full access to a wide range of upcoming and current events held at local cinemas. In addition, this mobile app 
allows users to sort all shows within a catalogue, add their favorite ones directly to their smartphone’s calendar and 
invite friends from Facebook. Moreover, the app enables users to add comments to all events and find out the latest 
news about upcoming ones.

cinemaemotion.ru



LENINGRAD REGION STATISTICS
This interactive mobile app provides a unique set of comparable statistics and economic, 
demographic, labor market, environmental and social estimated indicators on the Leningrad Region. 
The application displays statistical data through maps, charts, graphs, and tables, allowing users 
to explore detailed information through 30 indicators of demography, economy, environment, 
industry, and employment at the regional level. Users can
easily print and share all data by email.



NOT-E-BOOK: MOBILE CATALOGUE
OF FOOD INGREDIENTS
Have you ever thought about what is in your food? No doubt, terms like monosodium glutamate, 
sodium phosphate, Е 323, Е 209, or Е 220 in the list of ingredients on the back of the package
can be very confusing. If you are concerned about what is in your food, in Not-E-Book you will
find everything you need to know about food additives and controversial ingredients as well
as nutrient content information on thousands of different products. The mobile app provides
a list of all existing color additives and preservatives that can be food ingredients and helps
you find out what is really in your food.



KORUS CONSULTING ENTERPRISE MOBILE APP
Designed for KORUS Consulting, this mobile app literally makes the Intranet go mobile. With this 
app, users can easily access all the information about their colleagues: e-mails and phone numbers, 
latest corporate news and announcements. In addition, users can make voice calls, add information 
to their calendars and access phonebook right from the app, thus saving employees’ time and 
increasing their productivity.

Moreover, another mobile app was developed for this company’s sales department. With this app, 
employees can register their sales, comment, discuss and plan their business activity. Thus, users 
can reach the information they need no matter where they are located.



CINEGATE MOBILE APP FOR CINEMA
EQUIPMENT SERVICING
This mobile app was developed for NevaFilm, one of the largest providers of digital cinema 
projection equipment in Russia. The app allows service engineers to maintain 24/7 connectivity 
between cinema projection equipment and the server, and receive alerts in case of emergency. In 
addition, the app sends notifications in case maintenance or engineering works are required.
In order to ensure consistent and accurate data exchange, the app is integrated with the software 
that allows users to monitor and manage cinema equipment.



KINOSTAT APP FOR STATISTICAL REPORTS
The KinoStat app contains various statistical reports and graphs about film distribution
and exhibition. All statistics are provided by NevaFilm, Russia’s largest provider of digital
cinema projection equipment.



FREEMAN’S MENU APP
This interactive app is a mobile version of FREEMAN’S restaurant menu.
User-friendly app with elegant interface design.



DOCSVISION APP FOR ENTERPRISE
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
This app is a mobile version of Docsvision, a popular digital workflow platform, which allows
its users to view and publish documents, set and manage business tasks. Companies that
have to deal with heavy workloads on a daily basis will surely benefit from this workflow 
management app which helps users handle their internal workflow more quickly and efficiently. 
The Docsvision app is designed to structure, facilitate and improve workflows with any number
of internal processes. This mobile can be used with any type of business process or workflow.



HEAVY EQUIPMENT SEARCH
The mobile app is a search engine for all types of heavy equipment. Designed for owners
and renters of heavy equipment, the app helps easily find any particular model, sort heavy-duty 
vehicles by location and technical features.

In addition, the mobile app facilitates communication between owners and renters of heavy
equipment by sending push notifications with rental requests, orders, or rental confirmations.



3M COMMANDTM

The mobile app contains full catalogue of CommandTM Products. In addition, users will find
detailed product information about damage-free hanging solutions and useful how-to videos
with step-by-step instructions.



EXCELLENCE
AND INNOVATION

We are a mobile software development company that consists of highly-
skilled professionals with rich expertise in custom application development, 

digital strategy and user experience design.We believe in building agile, 
innovative, remarkable and inspiring products to shape modern business.

We are focused on mobile innovation and excellence, and turn
your ideas into successful custom products. We will help you shape

your mobile strategy, get to the market much faster
and achieve a significant competitive advantage.
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ATTENTION!


